
It’s time for the easiest pledge 
 
Careful – this one is a little shocking! 
 
Bishop Tim, Arch Deacon Bill, Steve Wild and Donna Birrell found, when they did these pledges, they 
learnt a great deal, after just a few clicks. 
 
“I need to make some changes- I found it helpful to concentrate my mind!” 
 
“My Carbon footprint is alarming – and that’s after some of the changes I’ve been making. Must try 
harder!” 
 
“Shocked!” 
 
“Last week I bumped into Kirstie Newton, who told me she was shocked after calculating her carbon 
footprint. I sympathised with her and promptly calculated my own, secretly thinking I would 
probably be alright. How wrong I was…I was much worse than Kirstie! It’s horrendous!”    
 
There is only one way to find out, a few clicks and moments will connect you with the reality. This 
half way point in the pledges has really helped people to actually start to make the right changes. 
 
“You alone are the LORD. You made the heavens, even the highest heavens, and all their starry 
host, the earth and all that is on it, the seas and all that is in them. You give life to everything, and 
the multitudes of heaven worship you.” (Nehemiah 9:6) 

The imperative to take action at every level to protect and sustain the life of the planet comes not 
simply in response to the overwhelming evidence of the damage caused by climate change and the 
consequent threat to life on earth. It comes also for us as Christians from our conviction that all 
creation is gift from God, and that we have a responsibility to preserve and hand it on to future 
generations for their enjoyment. The Church should be in the forefront of environmental activity, 
not least as witness to this belief. 

Why not ask your work colleagues how they have got on with the pledges today? 
 
Pledge Six 
I pledge to work out my own carbon footprint using one of the many easy to use carbon 
calculators e.g., http://footprint.wwf.org.uk 
 
You can record your activity so please ‘check the box’ on the postcard available in your 
Church. 
 
Luci Isaacson, Diocesan Environment Officer 
luci@climatevision.co.uk 
01872 241239 
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